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Software estimation appears to be rather uncomplicated. A general equation for estimating software effort is simply:

\[ \text{Effort} = f(\text{Size}, \text{Productivity}) \]

Where effort is in person-months (or similar), size is in lines of code, function points, or other size measure, and productivity is in size units per unit of time, such as function points per person-month (or, sometimes, time required per size unit, like person-hours per function point). Some early (1970s) models estimated effort using an equation such as

\[ \text{Effort} = A \times (\text{Size})^B \]

Where \( A \) and \( B \) are constants, often obtained from historical data. (Note that if \( B \) not equal to 1, productivity varies with program size.)

Software schedule has often been computed as a function of effort using an equation such as:

\[ \text{Schedule} = C \times (\text{Effort})^D \]

Where schedule is in time units such as months, \( C \) and \( D \) are constants that, like \( A \) and \( B \), are often obtained from historical data, and effort is computed from the equation above.

In reality, however, software estimation is quite complex. In fact, Dr. Barry Boehm said that basic models for effort are only accurate to “within a factor of two, 60% of the time [Boehm 81, p. 114]. Productivity is quite difficult to assess; the averages used in models like those above have considerable variation. Factors such as operating environment, personnel capabilities, use of modern practices, hardware constraints, time and person-power limitations, development method, system integration requirements, and security requirements will greatly affect productivity for any given project or program. Schedule can be even more difficult to assess since not only effort must be known, but also other factors which cause variation in the \( C \) and \( D \) constants for specific programs.

Size is often difficult to estimate, especially early in a program. Lines of code vary by language and by counting practices. Function points, although well-researched, are also sometimes hard to count or estimate, and have not been shown to be appropriate in some situations. Other measures, such as object points and use case points, are also not applicable in some situations and are not as well researched as lines of code and function points.

One other limitation of most basic effort equations is that they usually address only software development costs. Software maintenance (or support) costs usually exceed software development costs, but some models have not addressed them at all, or only in a cursory manner.

During the late 1970s and during the 1980s, some sophisticated software estimating models were developed such as Dr. Boehm's Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO), PRICE-S (now True S), SLIM, SEER-SEM, and SPQR/20 (now Knowledge Plan). During the mid 1980s, some sophisticated software size estimating techniques, sometimes included in cost models, came into being. Function points became a measure of size that could be used in addition to (or instead of) lines of code. Most cost models now included some maintenance estimation capabilities.

Since the late 1980s, the existing models have been improved (such as COCOMO 2.0 in 2000), and new ones have arisen. Models have also been adapted for newer languages, such as Java, and newer development methods such as object-oriented development. Additional size measures such as object points and use case points have been advanced. However, the status of software estimating is not utopian, and there is still room for improvement and for new ideas. For example, an award-winning study by Ferens and Christensen [Ferens 98], using the results of ten Master's Thesis efforts at the Air Force Institute of Technology, showed that none of the popular cost models were shown to be accurate for two department of defense (DoD) databases. This may have reflected problems with the databases instead of the models, but the end result was that development cost and schedule estimation could not be shown to be accurate. A later study by Brummert and Mischler [Brummert, 1998] showed the problems were even worse for software support, or maintenance estimating. The models varied widely on their estimates, what constitutes support, and how people were allocated during the support period. Size estimating models and methods have been shown accurate, but only for selected types of software applications.

This issue of the Software Tech News, “New Directions in Software Estimation”, describes the migration/evolution that is occurring in software estimating in response to the continuing and emerging challenges of developing and maintaining complex software systems. The first article by Jo Ann Lane and Barry Boehm addresses the emerging interest area of estimating Software-Intensive System of Systems (SISOS) The next article by Don Scott Lucero and Christopher Miller addresses challenges associated with software estimating in the U.S. Department of Defense. The next article by Arlene Minkiewicz addresses the issues associated with software size estimation with suggestions for using sizing methods. Dan Galorath's
article addresses current issues in software maintenance and how we may resolve them. Finally, Capers Jones addresses risk in software estimates, an area that is of great importance but not usually addressed adequately in software estimates.

While the articles in this issue do not constitute a panacea for the challenges associated with software estimating, they will provide the reader with new insights and new ideas in this area. DACS welcomes your comments on this issue or anything related to software engineering and management.
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Inadequacy of traditional cost models in estimating system of systems costs

When organizations started using SoS concepts to evolve and expand the capabilities of their existing systems, they found that their cost estimation tools covered part of the SoS development activities, but not all of them. If an organization decides to acquire or develop a new system to integrate into the SoS (or to facilitate the integration of existing systems into an SoS), then existing systems engineering, software development, and/or Commercial Off-the-Shelf (COTS) integration cost models can be used to estimate the effort associated with the acquisition/development of the system component. An example of this might be a new “translator” component that converts data between different formats so that no modifications are needed for legacy components. Likewise, if changes must be made to existing (legacy) systems in order to enable SoS connectivity or implement new features desired for SoS-level capabilities, the existing cost models can be used to estimate the effort associated with these system-level changes.

What is not covered by existing cost models is the effort associated with the development of the SoS concepts and architecture, the analysis required to identify the desired SoS component systems, and the integration and test of those component systems in the SoS environment. Figure 1 shows the home-grounds of various cost models, as well as highlights the fact that SoSE activities are currently not specifically addressed by existing cost models. Further, the sizing inputs used by the existing models (e.g., number of requirements, function points, lines of application or COTS glue code) are not well-matched to SoSE sources of effort or sources of information.

Software Engineering
- COCOMO II [Boehm et al., 2005]
- COdExpert [CostExpert Group, 2003]
- CoStar [SOFTSTAR, 2006]
- Price-S [Price, 2006]
- SEE-SEM [Galorath, 2001]
- SLIM [QSM, 2006]

Systems Engineering
- CODYSMO [Valerdi, 2005]

COTS Integration
- CODCOTS [Abts, 2004]
- SEE-SEM [Galorath, 2001]

Hardware Engineering
- Price-H [PRICE, 2006]
- SEER-H [Galorath, 2001]

Figure 1: Suite of Available Cost Models to Support SISOS Effort Estimation

In addition, [Wilson, 2007] provides a comprehensive analysis of several parametric tools either currently being used or under development to support the estimation of SoS development effort. Many of the tools that Wilson analyzed are adaptations of the software and systems engineering tools shown in Figure 1. His conclusion at this point in time is that SoSS are poorly understood and that the tools and thought processes needed to address the development of these systems...
are incomplete. As the industry begins to better understand SoSs and SoSE, these tools will evolve to provide cost model capabilities that better cover the broader SISOS domain. The goals for these tools are to:

1. Reduce the risk of underestimating or overestimating the resources needed to support investment in large technology-intensive SoSs
2. Explore alternatives and support trade-off activities
3. Understand the sensitivities of the different cost drivers of SoSE.

The next sections describe in more detail the current approaches to SISOS Cost estimation, elements of a SoS cost model, and how the SoS cost models can be used to estimate the evolutionary stages of SISOS development.

**Approaches to SISOS Cost Estimation**

As with software cost estimation, there are many approaches to estimating SISOS development effort based on the characteristics of the SoS product, funding mechanisms, the life cycle model used to develop the software product, and current state of the SoS. The following describes how some of the key estimation approaches can be applied to SISOS development.

**Architecture-based estimates using parametric models**

Parametric models such as those in the COCOMO [Boehm et al., 2005], SEER [Galorath, 2001], SLIM [QSM, 2006], and PRICE [PRICE, 2006] suite of tools can be used to estimate the effort to develop new SoS component systems, modify existing component systems, or tailor COTS products. These estimates are then combined with the effort to perform the SoSE activities at either the Lead System Integrator (LSI) or government oversight level.

**Activity-based estimation**

Some SoSE activities are better estimated using a bottom-up, activity-based estimation approach. For example, SoS architecting activities may be based on the number of anticipated capabilities to be implemented. A nominal effort value is determined for analyzing and “architecting” each capability, then this value is used to estimate the total effort for the overall SoS architecting activity. A similar process is used to develop estimates for the other SoSE activities, then the effort values associated with all of the lower-level activities are summed together to provide an overall estimate.

**Level of effort**

For those SoSs that have reached the operations and maintenance or sustainment phase, often annual budgets are established by determining an appropriate level of effort. The main activities in these phases are configuration management, change control, periodic product upgrades, minor enhancements, and necessary problem resolution. Level of effort budgets are often adjusted based on upgrade priorities and risk analysis.

**Rough order of magnitude**

In the early concept definition and exploration phases, often few details are known about the SoS or the actual component system suppliers. However, decision makers need to have some understanding of the target system costs. Several techniques can be used to generate a Rough Order of Magnitude (ROM) estimate. These include estimation by analogy where costs are based on an existing system development effort of similar size, scope, and technology. Or it may be based on early architecture-based size drivers such as number of operational nodes, mission-level operational scenarios, operational activities, nodal information exchange boundaries, key technologies, member systems, and peer systems as described in [Wang et al, 2007].

**Elements of a System of Systems Cost Model**

As mentioned previously, existing cost models can estimate part of the SISOS development effort. Figure 2 is a hierarchical view of SISOS, showing relationships between SoS component systems and the systems that comprise the component systems. Note that often, components in one SISOS can also be considered as a SISOS when viewed outside the higher-level SISOS, thus giving the higher-level SISOS both a hierarchical and a net-centric architecture view.

Most current approaches to SISOS cost estimation look at both the SoS level as well as the component systems. Often stakeholders are interested in total SoS development costs, not just the cost of the SoSE activities. Figure 2 illustrates how various existing cost models such as those in the COCOMO suite can be used to estimate many aspects of SoS development and evolution. By using this approach, the total SoS development effort becomes the sum of the SoS-level effort from the Constructive SoS Integration Model (COSOSIMO), plus the sum of the effort from all of the other cost models used to estimate the effort associated with required changes to each of the existing SoS component systems, plus the sum of the effort required to develop any new component systems.

In general, parametric cost models such as those shown in Figures 1 and 2 have similar characteristics with respect to
their inputs, functional forms, and outputs. The inputs consist of a set of size drivers that are used to estimate a nominal effort for the activities of interest plus a set of cost modifiers that provide additional information about the product to be developed, the processes used to develop the product, and the skills and experience levels of the people that will perform the engineering activities. These cost modifiers are used to adjust the nominal effort up or down, depending on whether the selected value is a positive or negative influence on the nominal effort. As described in [Boehm et al, 2005], the cost estimating relationships (CERs) between the size driver(s) and cost modifiers are reflected in the model in terms of the type of influence it has: additive, multiplicative, or exponential. The CER for a particular parameter in a given cost model is determined through the validation and calibration activities of the cost model development. The COCOMO models that have been validated and calibrated with actual historical data and expert judgment calculate and output a total number of estimated hours. Guidance provided with these models can be used to help estimators distribute these hours over the various phases of development. Other models (or parts of some models) are still in the early stages of validation and calibration, but can still be used as conceptual models to help estimators reason about the set of activities to be estimated. The conceptual models have defined sets of size drivers and cost modifiers along with counting rules for the size drivers and guidance for determining appropriate values for the cost modifiers (typically from “very high” to “nominal” to “very low”) that have been developed through workshops with experts from the University of Southern California (USC) Center for Systems and Software Engineering (CSSE) industry affiliate organizations. In these cases, estimators can use a combination of expert judgment and analogy estimation techniques and adjust these estimates based on the guidance provided in the conceptual models.

The following describes the current state of existing COCOMO cost models that can be used to support the estimation of effort to develop an SoS.

- **SoS Engineering:** COSOSIMO is a conceptual model that can be used to support the estimation of key SoSE activities. These activities include a) planning, requirements, and architecting; b) source selection and supplier oversight; and c) verification and validation. Using the size drivers and cost drivers developed through workshops with CSSE industry affiliates, users can reason about the SoS to be developed and then develop activity-based estimates for each of the key activity areas. A more detailed description of the COSOSIMO sub-model size drivers and cost drivers are provided in the following section.

- **Software Development:** COCOMO II is a cost model that estimates the effort and schedule required to develop a software system. It is based on the estimated number of lines of code or function points for the software system and outputs the number of labor hours required for planning, requirements analysis, design, code and unit test, integration and test, and delivery. The current calibrated model is based on 161 data points provided by the CSSE industry affiliates. Additional information on COCOMO II may be found in [Boehm et al, 2000].

- **Systems Engineering:** The Constructive Systems Engineering Cost Model (COSYSMO) is a cost model that estimates the systems engineering effort associated with system development projects. It is based on the number of system requirements, system interfaces, algorithms, and
operational scenarios and outputs the estimated number of systems engineering labor hours for the ANSI/EIA 632 [ANSI/EIA, 1999] standard activities associated with the phases of Conceptualize, Develop, Operational Test and Evaluation, and Transition to Operation. The current calibrated model is based on 40 data points provided by the USC CSSE industry affiliates. Additional information on COSYSMO can be found in [Valerdi, 2005].

- **COTS Integration**: The Constructive COTS (COCOTS) integration cost model is comprised of three parts: a COTS assessment sub-model, a tailoring sub-model, and a glue code development sub-model. The assessment sub-model is a conceptual model used to reason about the cost associated with the identification, assessment, and selection of viable COTS products. The tailoring sub-model is also a conceptual model used to reason about COTS product tailoring that will be required to configure the COTS product for use in a specific context. It includes parameter initialization, incorporation of organization-specific business rules, establishment of user groups and security features, screen customization, and report definitions. The glue code sub-model estimates the effort required to integrate the COTS product into a larger system or enterprise. The glue code sub-model is based on 20 data points provided by the USC CSSE industry affiliates. Additional information on COCOTS can be found in [Abts, 2004].

Both Price and SEER are early adopters of this approach for SoS cost estimation, using their existing cost estimation tools to estimate effort associated with the development and modification of SoS components, then using non-parametric techniques and aspects of the COSOSIMO conceptual model to complete the SoS effort estimate.

**COSOSIMO Parameters**

COSOSIMO is designed to estimate the effort associated with the LSI or SoSE team activities to define the SoS architecture, identify sources to either supply or develop the required SoS component systems, and eventually integrate and test these high level component systems. (Note: The term LSI is used in this section to refer to either LSI or SoSE teams.) For the purposes of this cost model, an SoS is defined as an evolutionary net-centric architecture that allows geographically distributed component systems to exchange information and perform tasks within the framework that they are not capable of performing on their own outside of the framework. The component systems may operate within the SoS framework as well as outside of the framework, and may dynamically come and go as needed or available. In addition, the component systems are typically independently developed and managed by organizations/vendors other than the SoS sponsors or the LSI. Results of recent COSOSIMO workshops with USC CSSE industry affiliates have resulted in the definition of three COSOSIMO sub-models: a planning/requirements management/architecture (PRA) sub-model, a source selection and supplier oversight (SO) sub-model, and an SoS integration and testing (I&T) sub-model. The conceptual effort profiles for each sub-model are shown in Figure 3 below.

Table 1 lists the parameters for each of the COSOSIMO sub-models.

Additional information on the parameters can be found in [Lane, 2006].

**An Initial Stage-wise SoS Cost Estimation Model**

In this section, the planning and estimation of SISOS are addressed from a hybrid, evolutionary development viewpoint. It describes the approaches being used by many SISOS teams to plan and develop incremental SISOS capabilities using both agile and plan-driven techniques to accommodate rapid change while continuing to build, validate, and field capabilities (as described in [Boehm, 2006]). It also discusses how cost models are used to support both the short term and long term estimation needs of these programs.

As mentioned earlier and described in more detail in [Boehm, 2006] and [Lane and Boehm, 2006], SISOSs tend to be evolutionary and therefore, detailed, long-term estimates are not typically feasible. What is more typical is that the overarching architecture can be defined and developed along with the first several increments of the SISOS. SISOS development
tends to be more schedule or cost driven, with stakeholders wanting to know what can be done in the next year or two with a given budget, and then decide how they want to evolve the SISOS next. The future increments are often determined by new technology development, some of which is driven by SISOS needs, some of which is developed independent of the SISOS, but has applications within the SISOS. Part of the SISOS evolutionary process is the refresh of existing SISOS technologies as COTS products and network technologies evolve, and the evaluation and adoption of new technologies as unanticipated technology becomes available.

**Hybrid Development Process**

Recent work in analyzing SISOS organizational structures [Boehm, 2006] shows that many are adapting to the complexity of the SISOS environment by integrating agile teams with more traditional plan-driven (PD) teams and continuous V&V teams. Figure 4 (on right) provides an overview of this hybrid process for a single system development.

The agile teams respond to the changing environment and define short, stable increments for development. The plan-driven teams implement capabilities in accordance with the stable increment definitions. The continuous V&V teams support the integration and test of the plan-driven increments. Figure 5 shows the key drivers for each team in the hybrid process and the flow in information between these teams.

Figure 6 shows how the total SISOS development effort can be viewed and estimated with respect to the COCOMO suite of estimation tools. Note that in the absence of a calibrated COSOSIMO model, COSYSMO can be used to estimate the LSI technical effort and non-parametric methods (e.g., percentage of total effort, activity-based costing) can be used to estimate the other LSI program management activities.

The initial up-front architecting of the SISOS system in the SISOS Inception phase, resulting in a Life Cycle Objectives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter Type</th>
<th>PRA</th>
<th>SO</th>
<th>I&amp;T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Size Drivers</strong></td>
<td>- Number of SoS-Related Requirements&lt;br&gt;- Number of SoS Interface Protocols</td>
<td>- Number of Independent Component System Organizations&lt;br&gt;- Number of Unique Component Systems</td>
<td>- Number of SoS Interface Protocols&lt;br&gt;- Number of Operational Scenarios&lt;br&gt;- Number of Unique Component Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost Drivers</strong></td>
<td>- Requirements Understanding&lt;br&gt;- Level of Service Requirements&lt;br&gt;- SoS Stakeholder Team Cohesion&lt;br&gt;- PRA Team Capability&lt;br&gt;- PRA Process Maturity&lt;br&gt;- PRA Tool Support&lt;br&gt;- PRA Cost/Schedule Compatibility&lt;br&gt;- SoS PRA Risk Resolution</td>
<td>- Requirements Understanding&lt;br&gt;- Architecture Maturity&lt;br&gt;- Level of Service Requirements&lt;br&gt;- SO Team Cohesion&lt;br&gt;- SO Team Capability&lt;br&gt;- SO Process Maturity&lt;br&gt;- SO Tool Support&lt;br&gt;- SO Process Cost/Schedule Compatibility&lt;br&gt;- SoS SO Risk Resolution</td>
<td>- Requirements Understanding&lt;br&gt;- Architecture Maturity&lt;br&gt;- Level of Service Requirements&lt;br&gt;- I&amp;T Team Cohesion&lt;br&gt;- I&amp;T Team Capability&lt;br&gt;- I&amp;T Process Maturity&lt;br&gt;- I&amp;T Tool Support&lt;br&gt;- I&amp;T Process Cost/Schedule Compatibility&lt;br&gt;- SoS I&amp;T Risk Resolution&lt;br&gt;- Component System Maturity and Stability&lt;br&gt;- Component System Readiness</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of COSOSIMO Sub-Model Parameters.
(LCO) review that ensures that there are feasible options for the desired SoS, can be estimated using COSYSMO with parameters selected to best describe the SoS product, process, and LSI team characteristics. Once the total estimate is computed, it must be adjusted to reflect just the Inception effort. (The current COSYSMO model analysis suggests allocating 7% of the total effort for Inception, 16% for Elaboration, 35% for Development, 28% for Test and Evaluation, and 14% for Transition.)

In the next phase, the SISOS Elaboration phase, the LSI team must identify the specific system components to be integrated into the SISOS, develop RFPs to solicit responses from prospective vendors, select vendors, adjust the architecture to be consistent with the selected vendors, and then conduct a Life Cycle Architecture (LCA) review at the SISOS level to show the feasibility of the selected approach. A key part of this effort is the evaluation of the supplier and vendor proposals, looking at the completeness and feasibility of their approaches, and identifying potential risks or rework that might result from their approaches. This effort must be estimated using a COSOSIMO-like model since many of these activities are not typically part of a more traditional systems engineering effort.

As the supplier and vendor contracts are put in place, work on the first increment begins. The suppliers/vendors begin working to the plans that the LSI teams developed in the Elaboration phase, using their plan-driven teams. This activity begins with LCA reviews at the supplier level to ensure the feasibility of the supplier’s approach and to identify any additional risks to be tracked during the development. During the early SISOS increments, the LSI may also have “supplier teams” that are responsible for developing the SISOS infrastructure. These development efforts are estimated...
for each system component using a combination of COSYSMO for the component system engineering effort and either a COCOMO II-like cost model or, for more rapid development processes, a CORADMO-like cost model (a COCOMO II variant for rapid application development) for the associated software development effort.

At the same time the suppliers and vendors are working on Increment 1, the LSI and system supplier agile teams are assessing potential sources of change, rebaselining requirements for the next increment, and negotiating those changes with the suppliers and vendors. In addition, the LSI V&V team is continually monitoring, verifying, and validating Increment 1, resulting in an Initial Operational Capability (IOC) review for Increment 1. These LSI planning, adjustment, and V&V efforts are estimated using a COSOSIMO-like model. The added system supplier rebaselining efforts can be estimated by using requirements volatility parameters.

As one increment is completed, the plan-driven development teams begin work on the subsequent increment, n, that has been defined “just-in-time” by the agile teams. And the agile teams continue their forward-looking work on increment n+1. By putting these pieces together for the known SISOS increments, it is possible to develop a fairly accurate estimate of the total SoS development for the defined increments.

**Estimation of SISOS Development Effort for a Given Iteration**

To develop effort estimates for the total SISOS development, one must include estimates for the SoSE activities as well as the development activities of all of the suppliers providing functionality for the given increment. Figure 7 shows how the activities of the SoSE team and the increment’s suppliers are coordinated and synchronized.

In order for this development process to be successful, it is important for the SoSE team to work closely with the suppliers, vendors, and strategic partners to understand what SISOS functionality can be realistically provided for the increment being estimated. Key to this process is the ability of the system component suppliers to plan, implement, and provide functionality identified for each increment. This requires realistic estimates and schedules from the suppliers to support the SISOS estimation process. Late “pivots” of functionality from the current SISOS increment to the next can often have significant impacts on integration activities for the current increment as well as the subsequent increment, often causing extensive re-work to integrate and test deferred capabilities.

**Combining Agile/Plan-Driven Work in the SISOS Effort Estimates**

Hybrid processes that combine both agile and plan-driven work can be used at both the SoS level and the supplier level. In order to have effort estimates reflect the use of these hybrid processes, it is important to estimate each aspect separately. To do this, identify the appropriate cost models/techniques to be used to estimate the SISOS increment (e.g., COSYSMO, COCOMO II, or expert judgment/analogy techniques in

![Figure 7: Combining SoSE and Component Supplier Processes [Boehm and Lane, 2007].](image-url)
Final Comments on Total SISOS Development Costs

This article has focused primarily on the estimation of effort associated with the various engineering activities required to define, develop, integrate, and test a SoS. However, as a reminder, this is not the total cost of development. Total costs also include cost elements such as personnel travel, development tools and equipment, SoS infrastructure equipment costs (e.g., hardware and software COTS products), SoS COTS licenses and maintenance contracts, development of infrastructure to support coordination and communications between different organizations (e.g., collaborative websites), and SoS-level integration and test facility, hardware, and software costs. [Stutzke, 2006] provides additional guidance for developing total system and SISOS cost estimates.

In Summary

This technical report looked at the motivations and approaches for developing SISOS and then provided detailed planning and estimation guidance to help planners develop successful strategies for SISOS development. There are many potential advantages in investing in a system of systems and well as pitfalls that must be addressed in planning the development of these systems. These include avoiding the unacceptable delays in service, conflicting plans, bad decisions, and slow response to fast-moving events involved with current collections of incompatible systems. On the positive side, successful incremental planning strategies enable organizations to see first, understand first, act first, and finish decisively; and rapidly adapt to changing circumstances. However, in assessing the return on investment in a system of systems, one must assess the size of this investment, and these costs are very easy to underestimate.

For organizations such as DoD that must develop high-assurance systems of systems from closely-coupled, often incompatible and independently evolving, often unprecedented systems, the investment costs for SoSe can be extremely high, particularly if inappropriate SoSe strategies are employed. Although not enough data on completed SISOS projects is currently available to calibrate models for estimating these costs, enough is known about the SoSe cost sources and cost drivers to provide a framework for determining the relative cost and risk of developing systems of systems with alternative scopes and development strategies before committing to a particular SISOS scope and SoSe strategy.

In particular, this article has identified three primary areas in which SISOS costs are likely to be higher than the counterpart costs for traditional systems. These are (1) planning, requirements management, and analysis; (2) source selection and supplier oversight; and (3) system of systems integration and testing. In order to help SISOS planners, architects, and managers better identify and assess the magnitude of these added costs, this article has identified cost driver rating scales for determining which sources of cost are most in need of further analysis to support candidate SISOS scoping, architecting, and funding decisions. Further research is underway to better determine the relative contributions of the cost drivers, and eventually to calibrate the cost driver parameters to a predictive SISOS cost estimation model.
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Using Parametric Software Estimates during Program Support Reviews

PARAMETRIC MODELS WERE ORIGINALLY DEVELOPED TO HELP ACCELERATE PROGRAM PLANNING BY ENABLING A QUICK AND ACCURATE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ESTIMATES TO BE DERIVED.

by Don Scott Lucero and Christopher L. Miller; Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (OUSD)

The Office of the Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology (ODUSD(A&T)) Systems and Software Engineering (SSE) Directorate conducts assessments of defense acquisition programs to evaluate the programs’ adherence to cost, schedule, and performance goals. The assessments, known as Program Support Reviews (PSRs), take place at major milestones for Acquisition Category (ACAT) I programs and as needed for programs that breach Nunn-McCurdy thresholds or for programs that request non-advocate reviews (NARs) to gain feedback on potential risk areas. Since 2006, SSE has incorporated parametric software estimates into the PSRs to highlight software, an area that is increasingly complex and problematic for programs to control. This article briefly describes trends in the cost of Department of Defense (DoD) programs that are partially attributable to software development, provides an overview of the general PSR process and presents sample findings from two PSRs that incorporated parametric software estimates.

Trends in Department of Defense Acquisition

Selected Acquisition Report (SAR) data FY 1995–2005 reveal that program acquisition costs have risen steadily and program estimates are often inaccurate. Programs changed estimates resulting in cost increases of $201 billion, and reported $147 billion in increased costs from engineering changes and another $70 billion from schedule changes. Between FY 1998 and 2008, DoD programs experienced a 33% cost growth attributable to “RDT&E mistakes.” In addition, in FY 2001–2006 initial operational test and evaluation (IOT&E) results representing a mix of 29 ACAT II, 1C, and 1D programs across Services, approximately 50% of systems were deemed “Not Suitable” (NS) or partially NS, and approximately 33% were deemed “Not Effective” (NE) or partially NE. These findings suggest that many DoD programs are in danger of cost and schedule overruns. Systemic analysis points to two major reasons: insufficient planning (i.e., inadequate estimation and deficient program planning) and lack of performance management (i.e., insufficient ability to monitor, control, and direct resources).

Program Support Reviews

The SSE Directorate devised the Defense Acquisition Program Support Review methodology to establish a consistent but tailorable approach to PSRs. The reviews provide insight into a program’s technical execution, focusing on systems engineering, technical planning, verification and validation strategy, risk management, milestone exit criteria, and overall Acquisition Strategy. The PSR provides an independent, cross-functional assessment aimed at forming recommendations to reduce risk. The review team provides the recommendations to the program stakeholders, primarily the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) office with decision authority and the program management office (PMO).

SSE has performed more than 90 program reviews since 2005. Figure 1 shows the number of reviews conducted by Service/agency, decision type, and domain area.

From the reviews, SSE has confirmed that software issues are significant contributors to poor program execution. Insufficient technical understanding of software development manifests itself in unrealistic (compressed, overlapping) schedules. Often software requirements are not well defined, traceable, or testable. Immature architectures, integration of commercial off-the-shelf components, interoperability, and obsolescence (electronics/hardware refresh) exacerbate the cost overruns because the programs tend to underestimate the required re-engineering effort. PSRs also have revealed several occurrences in which software development processes were not institutionalized, planning documents were missing or incomplete, and software risks/metrics were not well defined or used.

Software as a PSR Focus

In 2006, SSE augmented the software assessment aspect of the PSR, adding software parametric estimation models to assess the feasibility of a program’s Acquisition Strategy, program plans, and overall performance. Originally, software parametric models were developed to help accelerate program planning by enabling programs to quickly derive and accurate software development estimates. The models are derived from historical data using regression and correlation analysis. To be effective as a planning tool, the model needs to be locally...
 calibrated and mapped, or customized, to the program. Calibration involves adjusting the model’s parameters to reflect the characteristics of the local engineering organization, which improves the model’s accuracy for that program. Whereas the uncalibrated model represents all of the data in the historical data set, a calibrated model reflects only the local engineering environment and capability. In addition to calibration, the parametric model’s Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) needs to be mapped to the project WBS. This mapping is necessary to ensure the model outputs emulate the same set of engineering tasks as the project. Both calibration and mapping require significant effort to ensure the parametric model accurately reflects the software project it’s estimating.

On the other hand, program reviews involve assessing a program’s plans or performance against typical or feasible program performance. In this case, knowing what the typical performance would be for a program of similar size and application domain is very valuable. For this purpose, uncalibrated parametric models are useful, providing a quantitatively derived representation of industry performance.

For PSRs conducted prior to a program’s Milestone B, software parametric models can be used to evaluate a program’s Cost Analysis Requirements Document (CARD), which includes software size estimates, program Acquisition Strategy, and cost and schedule forecasts by life cycle review gates. By inputting the size estimate into an uncalibrated model, leaving the majority of the parameters nominal and only specifying known and unchanging project characteristics (e.g., avionics software), the output from a parametric model provides an estimate of effort and schedule that is representative of industry performance. In other words, it provides a quantitative frame of reference in terms of how much effort and schedule it would take if the software were developed by industry (or at least by all of the organizations that provided data to the model creator).

For PSRs after Milestone B, these models can be used to evaluate program performance to date. From a program’s current software size and its point in the development life cycle, completed code can be compared to hours expended and software size estimates can be refined based on increased technical insight. From this data, productivity rates and remaining work can be compared with industry productivity ranges to evaluate the feasibility of the program’s estimate-to-complete (ETC).

In 2007, SSE produced several software estimates to support PSRs. Following are summaries of two of these PSR efforts.

**Program A**

As part of a PSR for an aircraft program prior to Milestone B, this analysis focused on assessing technical feasibility. The program planned to go from Milestone B to Low Rate Initial
Production (LRIP) in 36 months. The requirements were going to drive modifications to the reuse components. SSE assessed the software schedule feasibility prior to Milestone B. The objective of this analysis was to determine technical feasibility based on the time and resources.

The PSR team reviewed the program planning documents to extract size and domain characteristics for the program. The program’s CARD provided estimated size by subsystem but noted a lack of confidence in the software sizing. The overall acquisition emphasized heavy reuse of existing software. The PSR team had three estimators, each using different parametric models, generate cost and schedule estimates based on software size (source lines of code (SLOC)) estimates provided by the program office. The SLOC estimates included both new and reused code. Each estimate included three scenarios: optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic. The resulting output provided a range of values from minimum effort (cost) and schedule to maximum effort (cost) and schedule. The most likely scenario provided a midpoint or point estimate. The three parametric models used were COCOMO II, SLIM Estimate, and SEER-SEM.

The resulting analysis, given an adjusted code size (ASIZE) of 918K to 1590K SLOCs, produced a range of 5,375 to 9,571 person months expected over a 62- to 74-calendar month schedule. All three models forecast 65 to 68 months for the most likely scenario. The analysis revealed that the existing Acquisition Strategy of 36 months was not feasible. The Service revisited its Acquisition Strategy before it had an opportunity to fall behind and incur cost overruns. The subsequent Acquisition Strategy involved delivering less functionality but within a feasible cost and schedule development window.

Program B

Program B involved a systems integration contract in which a subcontractor was providing a significant amount of the software content. The subcontract was on a firm fixed price, so neither the prime contractor nor the subcontractor completed detailed estimates; neither party used parametric estimating tools or other robust estimation techniques. The program reported cost and schedule progress as ‘on track’ through the early development activities. Without any software engineering leading indicators in place, there was no early indication of a problem. When the program’s cost and schedule metrics indicated an overrun, both the prime contractor and the subcontractor generated software size estimates to gauge the work remaining. The prime contractor and the subcontractor developed conflicting size estimates.

The conflict was related to a requirement, stating “shall not degrade current capability,” related to one portion of software that grew from ~250 thousand source lines of code (KSLOC) to 863 KSLOC (3.5 times). Based on the schedule, the contractor should have been drawing down software development staff as they moved into integration and test; however, the staffing metric showed an increase in the software engineering staff by 57 percent (40 people) over a 9-month period. This change indicated a severe underestimation of the software development task, reflected in the additional staff and schedule delays. During the program review there were significant variations in the software size estimates. Table 1 contains three of the most volatile computer software configuration items (CSCIs) being supplied under the subcontract.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component/CSCI</th>
<th>Original Size Estimate</th>
<th>Size Estimate (at time of review)</th>
<th>Estimated Size (2 weeks later)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>40,000</td>
<td>374,739</td>
<td>250,844</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>65,000</td>
<td>283,255</td>
<td>25,467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>33,000</td>
<td>373,587</td>
<td>100,129</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Size Estimate Variation (in equivalent SLOC)

The variation in the size estimates validated the review team’s suspicion that the program did not possess an adequate understanding of the task, nor did the staff produce a credible size estimate. The subcontractor’s behavior (i.e., adding more staff to the program) indicated its desire to complete the work as soon as possible. The review team became concerned that this intense schedule pressure could inadvertently drive huge increases in effort and negatively impact software quality. Adding so many people so late in the program can severely increase inconsistencies and errors in the delivered software.

Using the last size estimate, 75 KSLOC remaining, the review team was able to predict the effort and schedule. SSE selected three size estimates (50, 100, and 150 KSLOC) as representative estimates of the software code remaining. COCOMO was used to obtain a nominal estimate of effort in staff months and schedule in months. The team reran the model for each size estimate, assuming an optimal schedule (i.e., maximum achievable schedule compression). Figure 2 shows the nominal and optimal schedule estimates obtained.

At 100 KSLOC, the maximum schedule achievable is 16 months, compared with the nominal estimated schedule of 21 months. This 5-month schedule recovery requires more than 300 staff months, which is more than double the effort estimated. At 50 KSLOC, the optimal time to complete yielded a 3-month savings over the nominal (i.e., 16 months compared with 13 months), again requiring a doubling of effort. If the true remaining size is closer to 150 KSLOC, the schedule recovery is under 6 months, with an increase in effort of about 600 staff
months. The analysis allowed the review team to show that significant increases in staff would produce minimal schedule savings. The fact that the subcontractor was motivated to reallocate resources to complete the work as quickly as possible was a positive sign of its commitment and concern to deliver; however, the program management did not account for the negative impacts of overloading staff to a project that is overrunning its schedule.

This use of a parametric model and subsequent analysis allowed the review team to communicate a realistic trade space for the PMO to initiate changes in direction. All parties acknowledged the need to obtain firmer size estimates. The review team recommended the PMO bring in a parametric estimating consultant to review contractor’s estimates for most volatile software components. The team also recommended that the PMO reach a decision on unstable requirements to prevent further instability given the program’s uncertain software size and growth.

In Summary

This article provides only a snapshot of how parametric software estimation models can support informed decision making across the DoD enterprise. In both instances above, parametric models provided a quantitative tool for gauging overall software development feasibility and the magnitude of top program risks. Reviews such as these confirm that engineering and management decisions can have a tremendous impact on program cost, schedule, and quality. SSE will continue to support program reviews with parametric models to evaluate program feasibility.

Figure 2: Impact of Schedule Recovery
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The Evolution of Software Size: A Search for Value

When I first started programming, it never occurred to me to think about the size of the software I was developing. This was true for several reasons. First of all, when I first learned to program, software had a tactile quality through the deck of punched cards required to run a program. If I wanted to size the software there was something I could touch, feel or eyeball to get a sense of how much there was. Secondly, I had no real reason to care how much code I was writing; I just kept writing until I got the desired results and then I moved on to the next challenge. Finally, as an engineering student, I was expected to learn how to program but I was never taught to appreciate the fact that developing software was an engineering discipline. The idea of size being a characteristic of software was foreign to me – what did it really mean and what was the context? And why anyone care?

Twenty five years later, if you Google the phrase “software size” you will get more than one hundred thousand hits. Clearly there is a reason to care about software size and there are lots of people out there worrying about it. And still I am left to wonder – what does it really mean and what is the context? And why does anyone care?

It turns out there are several very good reasons for wanting to measure software size. Software size can be an important component of a productivity computation, a cost or effort estimate or a quality analysis. More importantly, a good software size measure could conceivably lead to a better understanding of the value being delivered by a software application. The problem is that there is no agreement among professionals as to the right units for measuring software size or the right way to measure within selected units.

This paper examines the various approaches used to measure software size throughout the last twenty five years as the discipline of software engineering evolved. It focuses on reasons why these approaches were attempted, the technological or human factors that were in play and the degree of success achieved in the use of each approach. Finally it addresses some of the reasons that the software engineering community is still searching for the right way to measure software size.

Lines of Code

As software development moved out of the lab and into the real world, it quickly became obvious that the ability to measure productivity and quality would be useful and necessary. The Line of Code (LOC,SLOC,KLOC,KSLOC) measure – a count of the number of machine instructions developed, was the first measure applied to software. Its first documented use was by Wolverton in his attempt to formally measure software development productivity [1].

In the 70’s, the LOC measure seemed like a pretty good device. Programming languages were simple and a fairly compelling argument could be made about the equivalence among lines of code. Besides, it was the only measure in town.

In the late 70’s, RCA introduced the first commercially available software cost estimation tool which used Source Lines of Code (SLOC) converted to machine instructions as the size measure for software items being estimated. In the 80’s Barry Boehm’s Constructive Cost Model (COCOMO) was introduced, also using Source Lines of Code as the size measure of choice. As other cost models followed, they too used lines of code measures to quantify the amount of functionality being delivered.

This author predicts that SLOC will go down in the annals of engineering history as the most maligned measure of all time. There are many areas where criticism of SLOC as a software size measure is justified. SLOC counts are, by their nature, very dependent on programming language. You can get more functionality with a line of Visual C++ than you can with a line of FORTRAN, which is more than you get with a line of Assembly Language. This does make using SLOC as a basis for a productivity or quality comparison among different programming languages a bad idea. Capers Jones has gone so far as to label such comparisons “professional malpractice.”[2]

Concerns also surround the consistency of SLOC counts, even within the same programming language. There are several distinct methods for counting lines of code. Counting physical lines of code involves counting each line of code written while logical lines involve counting the lines that represent a single complete thought to the compiler. Because in many programming languages, spaces are inconsequential - the differences between physical and logical
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lines can be significant. Add to this the fact that even within each of these methods; there are questions as to how to deal with blanks, comments and non-executable statements (such as data declarations). Programmer style also influences the number of lines of code written as there are multiple ways a programmer may decide to solve a problem with the same language.

Additionally, if SLOC is the only characteristic of a software program that is measured, productivity and quality studies will overlook many important factors. Other important characteristics include the amount of reuse, the inherent difficulty of solving a particular problem and environmental factors that model the approaches and practices of an organization. All of these things influence the productivity of a project.

In general, it is fair to say that SLOC, considered in a vacuum, is a poor way to measure the value that is delivered to the end user of the software. It does continue to be a popular measure for software cost and effort estimation. Even as other metrics have emerged that are considered ‘better’ by much of the software engineering community, many of the popular methodologies used for estimation rely on SLOC; many go so far as to convert the ‘better’ measures into SLOC before actually performing estimates.

There are several likely factors why SLOC continues to be used despite its many limitations. Many of the organizations that care about software measurement have historical databases based on SLOC measures. So although it is a valid argument that SLOC is impossible to estimate at the requirements phase of a project, it is not hard to understand why so many organizations find that they can do it successfully within their own product space. They have calibrated their processes and understanding around this and have met significant success using SLOC for estimation and measurement within the context of their projects and practices. Another important consideration is the fact that once an organization has agreed on measurement rules for SLOC, counting can be automated so that completed projects can be measured with minimal time and effort and without subjectivity.

**Function Points**

In 1979 Allan Albrecht introduced Function Points which are used to quantify the amount of business functionality an information system delivers to its users [3]. Where SLOC represents something tangible that may or may not relate directly to value, Function Points attempt to measure the intangible of end user value. Function Point counts look at the 5 basic things that are required for a user to get value out of software: Input, Outputs, Enquiries, Internal Data Stores and External Data Stores. A function point count looks at the number and complexity of each of these components in order to determine the ‘amount’ of end user functionality delivered. Function Points create a context for software measurement based on business value of the software.

Function Points also offer a way to measure productivity that is independent of technology and environmental factors. It doesn’t matter what programming language is being used, or how mature the technology is; it doesn’t matter how verbose or terse the programmers are; it doesn’t matter what hardware platform is used — 100 Function Points is 100 Function Points. This provides businesses a way of looking at various software development projects and assessing the productivity of their processes.

While it would be remiss not to acknowledge the great contribution that Albrecht made to the software engineering community with the introduction of Function Points, it would be equally remiss to stop the story here. Function Points are not the answer to all software measurement woes. Function Points come with their own set of limitations.

Albrecht developed Function Points to address a specific problem within his organization, IBM. They, like many businesses that developed software, were concerned with the problem of runaway software projects and wanted to get a better handle on their software development processes. According to Tom Demarco, “you can’t manage what you can’t measure “[4]. Function Points related very closely to the types of business applications that IBM was developing at the time. For these types of systems, they are a far superior measure of business value than SLOC and can be much better for an organization that develops these types of systems to use for productivity comparison studies.

It’s fair to say that Function Points caught on in the software engineering community like wild fire. Many new and successful businesses grew around helping software development organizations use them to improve their measurement and quality programs, especially for commercial IT software developments. Two problems grew out of the introduction of Function Points. The first is that the fervor to jettison the much maligned SLOC measures caused many to embrace Function Points for all types of systems, many not well suited to Function Points. The second is that many tried to use Function Points as a panacea for all measurement problems. When you only have a hammer, every problem is a nail.

Function Points work best for data intensive systems where data flows, input screens, output reports and database inquiries dominate. As the industry tried to use them to measure business value of real time systems, command and control systems or other systems with lots of internal logical functions, they consistently underrepresented the value that these systems delivered. It turns out that information about inputs, outputs, and data stores is (Continued on page 21)
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not adequate to determine the value of software that has a lot going on behind the scenes. In 1986, Software Productivity Research, Inc developed Feature Points to try to address this shortcoming with Function Points. The Feature Point definition added algorithms to the entities that are counted and weighted.

**Mark II Function Points** were introduced by Charles Symons and Boeing introduced 3D Function Points. **Cosmic Full Function Points** were unveiled in the late 90’s and became an International Standard in 2003. Cosmic Function Points provide multiple measurement views, one from the prospective of the user and one from the prospective of the developer. All of these alternate methods were intended to address one or more of the weaknesses or limitations of Albrecht Function Points (now commonly referred to as IFPUG Function Points). The industry loved the idea of having a point system to define value, but as with SLOC, the industry could not agree on the best way to measure points.

Despite the limitations and obstacles, the industry finally had a better way to measure productivity for software development projects. And if you can use it to measure productivity, certainly it can be used to estimate new projects as well. If your organization knows how many days it takes to build a function point, planning projects into the future should be a breeze. But a crazy thing happened when organizations started using Function Points to estimate projects. Organizations discovered that things other than business value drove project costs. While Function Points were good for measuring organizational productivity, they weren’t really fitting the bill for estimating cost and effort. The **Value Adjustment Factor (VAF)** was added to the definition of a function point in a rather weak attempt to address this limitation. VAF takes into account General Systems Characteristics such as the amount of on-line processing, performance requirements, installation ease and reusability. It then uses them to adjust a Function Point count based solely on functional user requirements. With the VAF, the Function Point community managed to stray from business value while adding very limited additional ability to accurately predict development costs. Estimating costs using Value Adjusted Function Points became its own form of professional malpractice.

Function Points, in their many variations, offer the software engineering community a better window into business value, although the existence of many definitions does not lead to the cross cultural comparisons of productivity desired. They still present a good tool for organizations that develop comparable software products to use for benchmarking and determining best practices. There are of course additional limitations with Function Points. Although there exist well documented rules for counting Function Points, there is still subjectivity in the interpretation of these rules. Further, the process of Function Point counting has yet to be effectively automated and the manual process is time consuming and requires professional certification.

### Other Size Measurements

Other sizing measures have been introduced over the years as well. In the 80’s as Object Oriented (OO) design and development gained in popularity, there was a flurry of activity to develop software measurements related specifically to artifacts that came from object oriented designs. These measures made it possible to perform productivity studies across similar projects. Little was done, however, to relate these artifacts to the value that the software delivers, making these studies less valuable as application types vary. Additionally, because a design was required in order to assess these artifacts, the measures were not particularly suited to estimation. **Object oriented metrics** never really caught on in a widespread fashion, although there are pockets within the community that have found OO measures they are happy with and can use effectively.

There is a measure which grew out of object orientation that shows some promise in the representation of business value. **Use Case Points** were introduced in 1993 by Gustav Karner[5]. Use cases were first introduced by Ivar Jacobson in the mid 80’s[6]. They provide a language for describing the requirements of a software system in a way that facilitates communication between developers and the eventual users of the system. Each use case describes a typical interaction that may occur between a user (human operator or other software system) and the software. The focus is on the functions that a user may want to perform or have performed rather than on how the software will actually perform those functions. Use Case Points count and classify the actors in the use case and the transactions that are required to make the use case happen. Use case points describe the functionality being delivered rather than the way this functionality is implemented – or in other words they describe business value. As with Function Points, there are still technical and implementation details that must be addressed on top of business value when used for estimation. Unlike Function Points, the Use Case Points can cover a wider spectrum of application types. The problem with using use cases is their lack of standardization across the industry and even across organizations. An organization which has a well defined process for defining use cases could successfully use them for productivity tracking and effort estimation.

As software development becomes agile, there is an even softer measure being used for tracking productivity and estimating effort. **Story Points** are basically defined by an organization as the lowest level unit to measure user value. They are defined within the software development group and are used within that group to estimate effort and measure productivity and quality. With discipline and over time, these groups become very proficient.
at assigning these story points to the software features they are asked to develop. They have no real value outside of the group for benchmarking or comparison studies but have a great deal of external value for communicating productivity and negotiating features.

The Future for Software Sizing

The software industry has struggled over the last thirty years to find the right way to assess the productivity of our software development projects. We do this because it is necessary for proper project planning and execution. It is important to understand organizationally how productive our software development ventures are. Organizations hoping to improve software processes also do this in order to benchmark their organization against others considered best in breed. The formula for productivity is output divided by effort. Our struggle has centered on finding the right units to describe output.

Clearly lines of code are a very tangible output of the software development process. Just as clearly, they are unsuitable to measure productivity except in very tightly constrained environments because there is no clear relationship between a SLOC count and the amount and complexity of ‘features’ delivered to the end user. Function Points, Feature Points and all the other derivations of this concept are not real and thus can not be considered ‘output’ of the software development process. They do however supply, in many cases, a quantification of features being delivered to the user. As such, they have promise, within a defined scope, as a measure for productivity across organizations. They are not, on their own, sufficient to estimate future software development efforts because they don’t measure non-functional requirements which sometimes have significant impacts on the amount of effort required in software development. Additional units of measure have been introduced and gained some success within pockets of the community but nothing has managed to achieve wide spread popularity.

As an industry, we need to come together and find common ground where we can and agree to disagree where we can’t. Every measurement exercise needs to be conducted within a certain context and the temptation to apply one unit of measurement for all needs should be avoided. We should start sizing software with the understanding that there may be significant differences between units that relate value to ones that indicate the amount of work required to deliver that value. Certainly the hard questions need to be asked when there is a significant disparity between the two. Sometimes the gap is legitimate and in line with corporate goals; sometimes it will indicate a need to scrap the project. With discipline, rigor and well defined practices, organizations can be successful using any unit for software size for internal project planning and productivity studies.

Finally, we need to stop looking for a single unit for software size. The scope of a software project has multiple dimensions. The amount of user functionality is an important dimension but if viewed alone it has limited value outside of a very narrow context. External benchmarking and productivity studies need to be performed within stratified categorizations of feature complexity and non-functional requirements.

The software engineering community should be commended for efforts in this area. We have made significant strides over the last quarter century in an effort to evolve measurement practices. We continue to pursue a better measure to describe the output and productivity of our software development projects while at the same time, attempting to bridge the gap between IT and the business by working towards a business value-based language to describe our software.
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Planning software development projects is never an easy undertaking. Issues such as customer and competitive requirements, time-to-market, architectural and quality considerations, staffing levels and expertise, potential risks, and many other factors must be carefully weighed and considered. Software development costs only comprise a portion – often the smaller portion – of the total cost of software ownership. However, the development process itself has a significant impact on total cost of ownership as tradeoffs are evaluated and compromises made that impact sustainability and maintainability of software over time.

During maintenance, accumulation of poorly managed changes almost always generates software instability and a significant increase in the cost of software maintenance – up to 75% of just the software total ownership costs, according to some estimates. On top of that, IT services and infrastructure can comprise another 60% of the total cost to the enterprise, in addition to the software development costs – and these costs are rarely considered by development managers.

The findings come from observing thousands of systems over several decades and looking at the difficulty organizations have with affordability in software maintenance and total costs. Development managers generally do not manage for total ownership costs, but rather to get the development completed.

This paper discusses total cost of ownership across the software life cycle, including estimation, measurement criteria, metrics, industry standards, guidelines, and best practice options. Parametric modeling is included with specific examples.

10 Step Estimation Process Improves Projects As Well As Estimates

More projects fail due to planning issues than technical or any other issues. Better project planning is key to successful development projects, and maintenance, and total ownership cost. In that regard, the 10 step software estimation process is proposed. Continuing to apply this estimation process to software development, IT infrastructure and IT services, operations and software maintenance can make great strides in improving software total ownership costs. The 10 step process is illustrated in Figure 1.

The 10 step process includes rigorous estimation, measurement and lessons learned rather than the haphazard estimation that is all too often the case. Many people ask how the estimation process can help project and total ownership costs. True estimation assumes both careful analysis (not just quick guessing) with the application of the 10 step process and the use of parametric estimation techniques that allow the statement and capturing

![Figure 1: 10 Step Software Estimation Process](image-url)
As one industry editor put it, “the journey is its own reward.” Merely considering the issues upfront will make the project planning better. For example, a project parameter regarding specification level, test level, or quality assurance level can provide insight not only into effort and schedule during development, but also delivered defects and product quality delivered to the maintainers.

Major process models such as CMMI call out estimation and planning, measurement and analysis, and monitoring and control as key process areas. The 10 step process encourages the symbiotic relationship between estimation, measurement, monitoring and control. The monitoring and control aspects are really more measurement and adjustment, including re-estimating based on what the current and anticipated reality is. Estimation is key to planning. Measurement is key to controlling and improving estimation. And using estimation to ensure planning during development, then applying estimation practices during maintenance has a significant ROI when tradeoffs are made to reduce total ownership cost. Yet, many skimp on this analysis so they can get what they consider “the real work” done.

Measurement Provides Insight and Management Potential Throughout the Product Life Cycle

From the early 20th century when Frederick Taylor founded the principles of scientific management (“let the data and facts do the talking”), to W. Edwards Demming (“In God We Trust, All Others Bring Data”), to Eli Goldrattiv (“Improvements should increase profit and effectiveness”), measurement gurus have stressed the importance of measuring and using such information to estimate and manage. In studying and applying metrics over the years, and thanks in part to Eli Goldratt, it becomes apparent that there are two types of metrics, 1) the obvious status and trend metrics such as productivity, defect removal rate, cost, schedule, etc. and 2) the potentially not so obvious effectiveness metrics. Effectiveness metrics may change over time as internal process improvements remove problems, making some of them obsolete and others apparent. They are, essentially, what are we doing that we should not do and what are we not doing that we should do. According to Goldratt, there should be no more than 5 effectiveness metrics. For example, if we are not finding and removing defects at an appropriate rate, testing is a candidate for measurement and improvement. Figure 2 illustrates defect insertion / removal effectiveness. In Figure 2 we see the rate of defect insertion is higher than what was predicted and the rate of defect removal is lower than anticipated. The good news is that we are measuring and finding the defects and that we may have insight into customer satisfaction issues. Many projects don’t even find them. Nevertheless, there appears to be something we are not doing that we should be doing in our processes or reporting. Defect prone software can cost more, both during development and maintenance.

Today, many projects use earned value at a very high level, tracking the overall program performance in terms of effort and progress. This is a good thing since earned value is a powerful program management technique, combining measurement and estimation (baseline plan) to determine progress compared to the plan. However, for software projects (both development and maintenance) this is only part of the picture. Additional dimensions (Four Dimensional Earned Value*) includes traditional earned value effort and progress measures and also
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Software Maintenance; The Larger Side of the Equation

There are numerous standards and definitions for software maintenance. The IEEE 1219 definition is representative: “The modification of a software product after delivery to correct faults, to improve performance or other attributes, or to adapt the product to a modified environment.” It even appears that poor quality is cheaper until the end of coding. Figure 3, from Herb Krasner, shows that poor quality is cheaper until the coding activities are complete, then higher after that in development and maintenance.

Maintenance typically accounts for 75% or more of the total software workload. The cost is driven by the development quality and highly dependent on maintenance rigor and operational “life expectancy.” The activities of maintenance (Figure 4 Maintenance Activities Summarized) generally include sustaining engineering and new function development.

- Corrective changes (e.g. fixing defects)
- Adapting to new requirements (e.g. OS upgrade, new processor)
- Perfecting or improving existing functions (e.g. improve speed, performance)
- Enhancing application with new / innovative functions

Maintenance Critical Success Factors

Maintenance is difficult for most systems. There are many reasons for this, the most common being that maintenance is not a goal of development. Items like inadequate documentation, less experienced staff, lack of quality assurance or test rigor, and the tendency to produce quick and dirty fixes (both during maintenance and development) all work together to make software maintenance exceedingly expensive and difficult.

Identifying and managing critical success factors in software maintenance yield enduring software that does not degrade due to maintenance. Independent of development sins, if a project can achieve the following critical success factors during maintenance, significant cost reductions can be achieved. Factors include:

- **Functionality:** Preserve or enhance functionality
- **Quality:** Preserve or increase quality of system
- **Complexity:** Should not increase product complexity relative to the size
- **Volutility:** Should not lead to increase in product volatility
- **Costs:** Relative costs per maintenance task should not increase for similarly scoped tasks
- **Deadlines:** Agreed upon release deadlines should be kept and delays should not increase
- **User Satisfaction:** Increase or at least not decrease
- **Profitability:** Be profitable or at least cover its costs
Software Maintenance Metrics

Meaningful software metrics are only effective if sufficient staff is available for maintenance. Often maintenance is treated as a level of effort activity rather than dedicating adequate resources to protect the software investment. In such cases software will naturally degrade. The author has seen situations as bad as one person maintaining a million lines of code. That program just about shut down during maintenance, but the program office felt good about all the money they “saved.” It is not known whether root cause analysis was performed when the system had to be scrapped and redeveloped, but it is likely this severe understaffing of maintenance would have been the identified culprit.

Understanding when a project transitions from development to maintenance can provide clues regarding maintainability as well as project success. Fielding a software product before it has been stabilized is the cause of many project failures. For example, in Figure 5 at the top and bottom right we can see the earliest time possible to transition the product to maintenance: March 2009 with 65 delivered defects. If deployed earlier, the number of defects will likely destroy confidence and any chance for future success. Again from the chart, deploying 5 months earlier could deliver 167 defects. While 65 defects may sound terrible and will certainly keep the staff hopping during early deployment, 167 is a catastrophe. If deployed 5 months later, delivered defects drop, but costs skyrocket, and the software isn’t providing the business value to the organization until later. Of course there is risk and uncertainty as well, as shown by the bottom graphic.
Example Maintenance Metrics

Generally, you get what you measure. Choosing the right metrics for your project is a key consideration. The following identifies some of the possible traditional appropriate maintenance metrics:

- Defects removed per unit time
- Productivity for block changes
- Mean time to find the next k faults
- Maintenance backlog
- Increases / decrease on maintenance backlog
- Number of trouble reports opened and closed
- Mean time until problem closed
- Defects during warranty period
- Mean time to resolution
- Defects by type and severity
- Time to respond to customer reported defects
- McCabe & Halstead complexity metrics
- Software Maturity Index (IEEE 982 Standard Dictionary of Measures To Produce Reliable Software)
  \[ \text{MaturityIndex} = \frac{M - (A + C + D)}{M} \]

When the Software Maturity Index approaches 1.0 the product is stable. Unfortunately, in many domains, it is likely old enough to be approaching retirement at this point.

Example Maintenance Effectiveness Metrics

These are examples of metrics that may identify what we are doing that we should not and/or what we are not doing that we should:

- Number of new defects created by fixes
- Number of defect corrections that were not correct (Defective)
- Number of defects not repaired in promised time (Delinquent)
- Defect Seepage (Customer reported defects during pre-delivery testing)

Separate Sites: Number of separate operational sites where the software will be installed and users will have an input into system enhancements (Only sites that have some formal input, not necessarily all user sites). More sites = more enhancing, corrective, and perfective effort

Maintenance Growth Over Life: Anticipated size growth from the point immediately after the software is turned over to maintenance through the end of the product life cycle. This includes additions of innovations and other functionality. Figure 6 illustrates development versus maintenance growth.
**Maintenance Rigor:** How well the system will be cared for. As illustrated in (Figure 7), Staff Vs Maintenance Rigor, Vhi+ rigor means maintenance will be staffed to ensure protection of the software investment without trying to skimp. Rigor vlo means maintenance will be taken care of on as needed basis, critical changes only. This is a key maintenance driver that is often overlooked during development analysis of total ownership cost.

![Hours By Month](image1)

**Figure 7:** Development Vs. Maintenance 100% Growth

**Annual Change Rate:** Average percent of the software impacted by software maintenance and sustaining engineering per year. This may include changes, revalidation, reverse engineering, re-documentation, minor changes for new hardware, or recertification.

**Modern Practices:** The use of modern software engineering practices on the project. Practices include items such as design tools, reviews, etc.

**Specification Level** defines the rigor and robustness of the specifications during development and maintenance. Very low is software for personal use only. The top of the scale is tested for systems where reliability is of the utmost concern with severe penalties for failure. Lower specifications can decrease development but there is a corresponding increase in maintenance costs.

**Test Level** is the robustness of testing. Very low is software for personal use only. The top of the scale is tested for systems where reliability is of the utmost concern with severe penalties for failure.

Figures 8 through 12 show several of the issues related to some of the various project parameters and their impact on project effort. The “Dev” plot shows the impact during development and the “Maint” plot shows the impacts during software maintenance. These plots assume that if, for example, a high degree of specification is required during development that the same degree of specification is required during maintenance. Thus the sensitivity may be more or less than the intuitive value.

![Modern Practices](image2)

**Figure 8:** Development Vs. Maintenance: Use of Sound Software Engineering Practices

![Specification Level](image3)

**Figure 9:** Staff Vs Maintenance Rigor

![Test Level](image4)

**Figure 10:** Development Vs Maintenance: Level of Testing
**Quality Assurance Level** is the robustness of quality assurance. Very low is no quality assurance. The top of the scale is tested for systems where reliability is of the utmost concern with severe penalties for failure. This is shown in Figure 11. Development Vs Maintenance Quality Assurance Level.

**Personnel Capabilities and Differences From Developers** describes the abilities of the personnel (as a team) that will be maintaining the software. Note industry best practices show that the maintenance team does not need to be the same as the developers\(^{iii}\), so long as strict processes and controls are in place.

**Tools and Practices and Differences from Development:** Many times tools and practices desired during development get put on the back burner due to delivery pressures. When maintenance is a priority these often get restored in maintenance.

**Reusability:** It is far more costly to build software for reuse. Maintenance must ensure the integrity of reusability. However maintenance also gets some of the benefits of the extra cost of reusability, as shown in Figure 12.

**IT Infrastructure & Services Must Be Considered In Total Ownership Costs**

When considering software total ownership costs it would be beyond remiss if the costs of IT infrastructure and IT services to deploy, migrate data, support users, and other software support issues were not considered. As discussed previously, research has shown that IT services outside the software development and maintenance (e.g. hardware cost, help desk, upgrade installation, training, etc.) can account for over 60% of the total ownership costs, (Figure 13). Figure 14 shows an IT system estimate including software, IT Infrastructure and IT Services for the project and operations & maintenance. In this example project software development (WBS 1.2) is $608,464 while the total project including infrastructure, installation, data migration, etc. is three time more costly. And looking over the project life cycle IT services dwarf the development cost with a total system cost of over $6,033,236. Just looking at software development or even software development and maintenance could lead to a very wrong view of total ownership costs. Note: In this example just the cost of IT Help desk for the 2400 users is $3.3M over the 4 years of system operation. More time during development on user interface, usability analysis and testing, and other learning aids can have a significant impact on total ownership costs by reducing help desk support; fewer releases and upgrades can reduce IT Support costs as well.
Generating an Estimate

For software, appropriate estimation can actually impact total ownership costs, as decisions are made based on estimates of both development and maintenance costs. It is important to optimize both of these areas. However, while development equations for SEER®®, COCOMO, and other software development models are fairly well known, maintenance equations are not.

SEER for Software, for example uses sophisticated software total ownership model modeling including all the information from development (people, process, technology, defects, scope, etc.) and specifics about the maintenance such as the rigor and amount of the software to be maintained.

The following equation (simplified to fit the scope of this paper) approximates the steady state (staff) maintenance (when the maintenance flattens):

\[
\text{SteadyStateMaintenanceStaff Level} = 0.393469 \times (\text{Complexity})^{-0.35} \times \left(\frac{\text{MaintSize}}{\text{MaintCte}}\right)^{1.2} \times \text{MaintQuality}
\]

**Complexity** ranges from 28(vlo-) to 4 (ehi+), so complexity^{-0.35} increases from 0.31 to 0.61 as you increase complexity

**MaintSize** is how much of the system size must be maintained, usually total size, but can be effective size, adjusted from maintenance growth, change and sites.

**MaintCte** is the effective technology rating (People, Process, Products) using the maintenance sensitivities

**MaintQuality** is “Maintenance Rigor” which ranges from 0.6 to 1.2.
Also a classic rough order of magnitude rule of thumb from Barry Boehm’s original COCOMO for determining annual maintenance effort can also be useful:

**Annual Maintenance Effort = (Annual Change Rate)* (Original Software Development Effort)**

The quantity Original Software Development Effort refers to the total effort (person-months or other unit of measure) expended throughout development, even if a multi-year project.

The multiplier Annual Change Rate is the proportion of the overall software to be modified during the year. This is relatively easy to obtain from engineering estimates. Developers often maintain change lists, or have a sense of proportional change to be required even before development is complete.

**In Summary**

Development decisions, processes and tools can have a significant impact on maintenance and total ownership costs. These software maintenance costs can be 75% of software total ownership costs while IT infrastructure can add another 60% on top of software. Estimation / planning processes, measurement and analysis and monitoring and control can both reduce costs themselves and can point to the areas and decisions that can reduce total ownership costs. Treating software maintenance as a level of effort activity has consequences in quality, functionality and reliability as well as costs. Applied measurement is a critical component of software and systems management.

Apply estimation techniques to determine the cost, effort, schedule, risk, stakeholder satisfaction of spending a bit more in development to reduce maintenance and total ownership costs. Apply estimation and planning, measurement and analysis, and monitoring and control to develop and maintain software with sufficient documentation and quality to optimize total costs of ownership.
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Software has a bad reputation as a troubling technology. Large software projects have a very high frequency of schedule overruns, cost overruns, quality problems, and outright cancellations. If the software is developed under contract by an outsource vendor, many of these problems end up in court for breach of contract.

From studies carried out by the author and his colleagues, manual estimates by project managers tend to be more optimistic than automated estimates carried out by commercial estimating tools such as COCOMO II, CostExpert, KnowledgePlan, Price-S, SEER, SLIM, and a number of others. The reason for this is that commercial software estimating tools are pre-loaded with substantial volumes of historical data. Commercial estimating tools don’t “forget” to include activities such as user documents. They also use historical data for dealing with critical activities such as test schedules.

In some lawsuits, depositions and testimony reveal the surprising fact that accurate estimates were prepared using automated tools, but the estimates were rejected by top executives or clients. In place of the original estimates, the project managers were ordered to meet arbitrary schedules and costs established by clients based on external business needs rather than team capabilities.

This situation brings up one of the first risks of software applications: accurate estimates may not be believed. The best solution to this problem is to support the estimate by large volumes of historical benchmark data.

In spite of the fact that their outputs may not always be believed, modern software cost estimating tools are now capable of serving a variety of important project management functions. In addition, the accuracy and precision of such tools is now high enough to merit their use for business agreements such as contracts and outsource agreements.

Three Fundamental Equations of Software Estimating

Although software cost estimating is a very difficult intellectual problem, there are three fundamental equations that are rather straightforward. These equations make use of important estimating concepts that are linked together for estimation: 1) assignment scopes, 2) production rates, 3) schedules.

The “assignment scope” is the amount of some kind of work for which one person will normally be responsible. Assignment scopes can be expressed in terms of natural metrics such as pages of specifications or lines of code. However assignment scopes can also be expressed in terms of synthetic metrics such as function points. The use of function point metrics allows all activities to be estimated using a single metric.

The “production rate” is the amount of work which one person can complete in a given time period such as an hour, a day, a week, a month, or a year. Here too either natural or synthetic metrics can be used.

The schedule of an activity or task is the amount of calendar time required to complete an activity. Schedules can be calculated by dividing the effort required for an activity by the staff available to perform it. An example can clarify the three concepts.

Suppose you are managing an application of 100,000 lines of source code using the C programming language. A typical assignment scope for an average C programmer is roughly 10,000 lines of source code, so this application might require 10 programmers.

Journeyman C programmers have average coding production rates of about 2,000 lines of source code per month, so the coding of the application will take about 50 person-months of effort.

If the effort for coding the project is 50 person-months and there are 10 programmers assigned, then the schedule for coding will be 5 calendar months.

Note that the logic of assignment scopes and production rates can be expressed in almost any metric: lines of code, function points, pages of text, test cases, or whatever. The normal sequence of applying these estimating equations is:

1. Size of deliverable / assignment scope = staff
2. Size of deliverable / production rate = effort
3. Effort / staff = schedule

The equations are simple in principle, but very tricky in real life. The difficulty is not in the equations themselves, but in knowing the exact assignment scopes and production rates with enough precision for the equations to yield useful results. It is the ability to adjust the fundamental equations in response to changing circumstances that makes them so useful.
to varying degrees of staff skill, to different tools, to different methodologies, and to different programming languages that make commercial software estimating tools valuable. This same kind of information is so difficult to acquire and so valuable that the estimating tool vendors almost universally treat adjustment data as proprietary information or as trade secrets.

Nine Steps of Software Cost Estimation


The ninth function is not always present in software cost estimation tools: risk analysis. The major risks that need to be analyzed include:

1. Outright cancellation of the project
2. The odds of litigation for breach of contract
3. Poor quality control
4. Excessive requirements changes

We will discuss risk estimation after we have examined the eight steps in the normal sequence of estimation, although some risks are included in normal estimating steps.

Step 1: Sizing Specifications, Source Code, and Test Cases

The first step in any software estimate is to predict the sizes of the deliverables that must be constructed. Sizing must include all deliverable such as specifications, documents, and test cases as well as source code. The older software cost estimating tools such as the original COCOMO did not include sizing logic, and size information had to be provided by the user.

However, the invention of function point metrics has made full sizing logic for all deliverables a standard feature of commercial estimating tools. As of 2008, sizing is a standard feature of commercial software cost estimating tools, and a variety of sizing methods are now included, such as:

1. Sizing based on function point metrics
2. Sizing based on lines of code (LOC) metrics
3. Sizing based on object-oriented metrics
4. Sizing based on analogy with past projects

5. Sizing based on pattern-matching
6. Sizing based on attributes such as screens and reports created

It should be noted that one very common risk with estimates based on “lines of code” metrics is that such estimates are not reliable for predicting user documents or any non-coding activity such as quality assurance, data base administration, and project management. LOC-based estimates and function point-based estimates are of approximately equal accuracy for predicting coding activities, but the LOC estimates usually are less accurate for non-code activities. Since paperwork in all of its forms is often the most expensive task for large defense applications, this problem is fairly significant. Even for civilian projects paperwork may cost more than the source code for large applications.

Step 2: Estimating Defects and Defect Removal Efficiency Levels

A key aspect of software cost estimating is predicting the time and effort that will be needed for design reviews, code inspections, and all forms of testing. In order to estimate defect removal costs and schedules, it is necessary to know about how many defects are likely to be encountered.

Poor quality control is another major risk that can lead to litigation. In every case where the author worked as an expert witness, quality control was deficient. Lack of early defect detection and removal via inspections can lead to huge delays in testing schedules. What happens is that testing might start on time, but due to the unexpected volume of defects it cannot end on time. Testing is the primary phase where schedules begin to go out of control.

The typical sequence is to estimate defect volumes for a project, and then to estimate the series of reviews, inspections, and tests that the project utilize. The defect removal efficiency of each step will also be estimated. The effort and costs for preparation, execution, and defect repairs associated with each removal activity will also be estimated.

Table 1 illustrates the overall distribution of software errors. In Table 1, bugs or defects are shown from five sources: requirements errors, design errors, coding errors, user documentation errors, and “bad fixes.” A “bad fix” is a secondary defect accidentally injected in a bug repair. In other words, a bad fix is a failed attempt to repair a prior bug that accidentally contains a new bug. On average about 7% of defect repairs will themselves accidentally inject a new defect, although the range is from less than 1% to more than 20% bad fix injections.
Table 1 presents approximate average values, but the range for each defect category is more than 2 to 1. For example, software projects developed by companies who are at level 5 on the SEI Capability Maturity Model (CMM) might have less than half of the potential defects shown in Table 1. Similarly, companies with several years of experience with the "Six Sigma" quality approach will also have lower defect potentials than those shown in Table 3. Several commercial estimating tools make adjustments for such factors.

Note that the majority of defects shown in Table 1 are not in the code itself. This is one of the reasons why LOC-based estimation is less accurate than function-point based estimation. Estimates based on lines of code cannot accurately predict bugs or defects in requirements and design, which outnumber coding defects for all large applications.

A key factor for accurate estimation involves the removal of defects via reviews, inspections, and testing. The measurement of defect removal is actually fairly straightforward, and many companies now do this. The U.S. average is about 85%, but leading companies can average more than 95% removal efficiency levels.

It is much easier to estimate software projects that use sophisticated quality control and have high levels of defect removal in the 95% range. This is because there usually are no disasters occurring late in development when unexpected defects are discovered. Thus, projects performed by companies at the higher CMM levels or by companies with extensive six-sigma experience for software often have much greater precision than average.

Step 3: Selecting Project Activities

Once the size of various deliverables has been approximated the next step is to determine which specific activities will be carried out for the project being estimated. This is one of the major areas where software cost estimating tools excel. Modern cost estimating tools can analyze the nature, size, and class of the application being estimated and automatically select the most likely set of activities.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Average Defect Potentials for Six Application Types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Data expressed in terms of &quot;defects per function point&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Documents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimates for entire projects or for phases are not accurate enough for contracts or serious planning. Activity-based cost estimates with perhaps 20 to 25 activities are the level of precision offered by modern cost estimating tools.

Step 4: Estimating Staffing Levels

Although staffing, effort, costs, and schedules are all important for the final estimate, the normal place to start estimating is with staffing levels. The fundamental equation for determining staff is:

Size of deliverable / assignment scope = staff.

Commercial software cost estimating tools apply this fundamental staffing equation in a wide variety of forms, including but not limited to:

- Pages of specifications / assignment scope = analysts
- Lines of source code / assignment scope = programmers
- Test cases / assignment scope = testers
- Pages of user manuals / assignment scope = technical writers
- Number of employees / assignment scope = managers

The examples just shown make use of natural metrics that define the actual material to be created such as pages or code. The staffing equation can also be used with the synthetic function point metric. In fact, the equations can be utilized with any metric if it can express the amount of work normally assigned to individual technical workers.

Step 5: Estimating Software Effort

The term “effort” defines the amount of human work associated with a project. The amount of effort can be expressed in any desired metric, such as work hours, work days, work weeks, work months, or work years. Usually small projects of up to perhaps 1000 function points utilize “hours” for expressing effort, but the larger projects in excess of 10,000 function points normally utilize “months” as the unit of measure. The general algorithm for predicting effort is:

Size of deliverable / production rate = staff effort

Here too this basic equation is used in a variety of forms including but not limited to:

- Pages of specifications / production rate = analyst months
- Lines of source code / production rate = programmer months
Test cases / production rate = testing months
Defects found / production rate = rework months
Pages of user manuals / production rate = writing months

Note also that the use of “months” in this example is simply to indicate a work period. Estimates can be expressed in terms of work hours, work weeks, work months, or even work years.

Some typical examples of these rules are as follows: Specifications are normally prepared at a rate of about 20 pages per analyst month while technical writing proceeds at a rate of about 1000 source code statements per month. Here, too, there are very broad ranges and so average values need to be adjusted to match the actual project and team characteristics.

For any given software activity, the measured range between the best performance and the worst performance is about 1000%. This is far too broad a range for “average” values to be useful for serious estimation. Therefore, knowledge of how to adjust production rates in response to various factors is the true heart of software estimation.

Step 6: Estimating Software Costs

The fundamental equation for estimating the cost of a software activity is simple in concept, but very tricky in real life:

\[ \text{Effort} \times (\text{salary} + \text{burden}) = \text{cost} \]

One basic problem is that software staff compensation levels vary by about a ratio of 3 to 1 in the United States, and by more than 10 to 1 when considering global compensation levels for any given job category. For example, here in the United States there are significant ranges in average compensation by industry and also by geographic region. Programmers in a large bank in mid-town Manhattan or San Francisco will average more than $80,000 per year, but programmers in a retail store environment in the rural south might average less than $55,000 per year.

With cost ranges such as those for projects that took exactly the same amount of programming staff effort, it is easy to see why figures such as “average cost per function point” should not be used without substantial adjustments for local conditions.

Step 7: Estimating Software Schedules

The fundamental equation for estimating the schedule of any given software development activity is:

\[ \frac{\text{Effort}}{\text{staff}} = \text{time period} \]

Using this equation, an activity that requires eight person-months of effort and has four people assigned to it can be finished in two calendar months; i.e. 8 months / 4 people = 2 calendar months.

However, in real life, schedule estimating is one of the most difficult parts of the software estimation process and many highly complex topics must be dealt with, such as:

- Dependencies of one activity upon previous activities
- Overlap or concurrency of activities
- The critical path through the sequence of activities
- Less than full-time availability of staff
- Number of shifts worked per day
- Number of effective work hours per shift
- Paid or unpaid overtime applied to the activity
- Interruptions such as travel, meetings, training, or illness

Incidentally, there are two main reasons for schedule slippages on large software applications: 1) Excessive defect volumes that do not appear until testing begins or even in the midst of testing; 2) Significant volumes of requirements changes that were not planned for or included in the schedules.

Step 8: Estimating Requirements Changes During Development

One important aspect of estimating is dealing with the rate at which requirements “creep” and hence make projects grow larger during development. Fortunately, function point metrics allow direct measurement of the rate at which this phenomenon occurs, since both the original requirements and changed requirements will have function point counts.

Changing requirements can occur at any time, but the data in Table 2 runs from the end of the requirements phase to the beginning of the coding phase. This time period usually reflects about half of the total development schedule. Table 2, shows the approximate monthly rate of creeping requirements for six kinds of software, and the total volume of change that might be anticipated:

For estimates made early in the life cycle, several estimating tools can predict the probable growth in unplanned functions over the remainder of the development cycle. This knowledge can then be used to refine the estimate, and to adjust the final costs in response.
Of course, the best response to an estimate with a significant volume of projected requirements change is to improve the requirements gathering and analysis methods. Thus projects that use prototypes, joint application design (JAD), requirements inspections, and other sophisticated requirements methods can reduce later changes down to a small fraction of the values shown in Table 2. Indeed, the initial estimates made for projects using JAD will predict reduced volumes of changing requirements.

### Step 9: Software Risk Analysis

The software industry has long been troubled by major schedule slippage, major cost overruns, and a high incidence of outright failure.

Table 3 shows the approximate frequency of various kinds of outcomes, based on the overall size of the project being attempted. Table 3 is taken from the author’s book, Patterns of Software Systems Failure and Success (International Thomson Press, 1995).

![Table 3: Software Project Outcomes By Size of Project](image)

As can easily be seen from Table 3, small software projects are successful in the majority of instances, but the risks and hazards of cancellation or major delays rise quite rapidly as the overall application size goes up. Indeed, the development of large applications in excess of 10,000 function points is one of the most hazardous and risky undertakings of the modern world.

Of all the troublesome factors associated with software, schedule slips stand out as being the most frequent source of litigation between outsource vendors and their clients. Schedule slips are also the main reason for executive frustration with software for internal projects.

Fortunately, as of 2008, objective empirical data is beginning to become available in significant quantities. The International Software Benchmark Standards Group (ISBSG) was founded in 1997. Now that it has been operational for more than 10 years, the volume of measured historical data has reached about 5,000 software projects.

Besides ISBSG there are a number of software benchmark data bases, but these are usually proprietary and not generally available. Some of this data is generally available in books such as the author’s Applied Software Measurement (McGraw Hill, 2008), Software Assessments, Benchmarks, and Best Practices (Addison Wesley 2000), and Estimating Software Costs (McGraw Hill 2007).

### Estimating the Risk and Costs of Canceling Large Software Applications

For applications larger than 10,000 function points in size, cancellation occurs with alarming frequency as shown in Table 4. The most troubling aspect of cancelled projects is the fact that the projects are usually late and over budget at the time of cancellation. On average, cancelled projects cost about 15% more than successful projects of the same size.

Since successful applications in the 10,000 function point size range cost about $2,000 per function point, it is a serious waste of corporate funds that cancelled projects average about $2,300 per function point. Larger applications cost even more.

### Estimating the Risk and Costs of Litigation

When internal projects are cancelled, money is wasted and sometimes people are fired, but the situation does not end up in court. When projects done by outsource vendors or contractors are cancelled, the situation often does end up in court. Table 4 shows the approximate results of U.S. outsource agreements:

In performing “autopsies” of cancelled or failed projects it is fairly easy to isolate the attributes that distinguish disasters from successes. Experienced project managers know that false optimism in estimates, failure to plan for changing requirements, and inadequate quality approaches lead to failures and disasters. Conversely, accurate estimates, careful change control, and top-notch quality control are stepping stones to success.

If a cancelled project does end up in court, both parties can look forward to about 36 months of expensive litigation, unless they settle out of court. For an application of 10,000 function points in size, the plaintiff can expect to spend at least $5,000,000 in legal fees and expert witness costs. This is about...
$500 per function point. The defendant will probably need to spend about $7,000,000 in legal fees and expert witness costs, which is about $700 per function point.

Since the loser of the case may end up paying the legal fees and costs of both sides, the total legal costs can top $12,000,000 or $1,200 per function point. This does not include any fines, damages, or other awards that judges or juries might award to the winning side.

Not only are there direct costs for legal fees and expert witnesses, but both parties can expect to lose at least 6 months of productive and effective time on the part of the managers and executives who were involved in the project that is under litigation.

At the end of the day, neither the plaintiff nor the defendant is likely to end up ahead. Litigation is usually a lose-lose situation where neither party gains much of value. This brings up the final point of litigation risk analysis. Contracts should be clear and unambiguous about four key topics:

1. Changes to requirements
2. Quality control activities
3. Volumes of delivered defects
4. Progress tracking during development

Litigation and software project failures are an unfortunate byproduct of poor training and preparation on the part of management on both sides of the case.

Summary and Conclusions

Software estimating is simple in concept, but difficult and complex in reality. The difficulty and complexity required for successful estimates exceeds the capabilities of most software project managers to produce effective manual estimates.

The commercial software estimating tools can often outperform human estimates in terms of accuracy, and always in terms of speed and cost effectiveness. However, no method of estimation is totally error-free. The current “best practice” for software cost estimation is to use a combination of software cost estimating tools coupled with software project management tools, under the careful guidance of experienced software project managers and estimating specialists.

In addition to normal development estimation, large projects in the 10,000 function point size range should also include specific risk estimates and deal with the problems that are known to cause trouble: 1) Estimating accuracy; 2) Quality control; 3) Change control; 4) Status reporting.

The strongest point that can be made is that producing excellent software is cheaper and takes less time than producing buggy software that is likely to fail or run late. Producing software that is cancelled or ends up in court will be between 15% and 250% more costly than creating excellent software of the same size and type. To quote Phil Crosby’s famous book, “Quality is Free.” For software, not only is quality free but it costs a great deal less than buggy software and can be produced faster as well.

Table 4: Approximate Distribution of U.S. Outsource Results after 24 Months

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Percent of Outsource Arrangements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Both parties generally satisfied</td>
<td>70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some dissatisfaction by client or vendor</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dissolution of agreement planned</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litigation between client and contractor probable</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Litigation between client and contractor in progress</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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